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ABSTRACT
One of the most favorable directions in data sonification is time-series-sonification data (TSSD), due to auditory imagination is very
sensitive to changes in time. Biological sonification contains total steps of ways that convert the bio-macromolecules data derived from
biology systems into acousmatic music. NMR data of the 13C are particularly well suited data sources for DNA &mRNA sonification.
Although, their resonant frequencies are typically in the MHz range, the resonant frequencies span around kHz. The E. coli is consisting
of several genes which one of them can be divided into eight series of codons for eight octaves of notes. During NMR calculation with
AB-initio methods, these signals are routinely mixed down into the audible frequencies ranges, rendering the need for any additional
frequencies transpositions unnecessary. By this study, E .coli’s gene sequences into musical notes for a revealing auditory algorithm has
been converted. Estimations of their calculation and optimization of those codons have been done and the total frequencies of each
nucleotide have been converted to several music notes and distinguishing those using variations of chemical shifts including pitch, time
duration length of notes and even rhythm have been accomplished.
Keywords: DNA; mRNA; E .coli; artificial intelligence; sonification, classical music notes.

1. INTRODUCTION
Time-series-sonification data (TSSD) offer successful
methods that intuitively display transitions based on time,
inspiring sonification of other types of dynamic. [1].By interdisciplines such as genetics, microbiology and biophysics
researchers observe organisms through visualization or
quantitative measurements, and sonification has seldom been
applied as a data-observation method. Parallel to the classical
methods of science, the sonification might be providing a means to
comprehend biological phenomena from a new angle.
McMillan (1992) [2] applied an artificial intelligence network for
the conversion of IR spectrum to music based on acoustic
foundation. Non-scientist musicians might not feel that biological
molecules oscillate and play imaginary music under various
conditions. In other words because of a very fast vibrate of the
atoms in macro-molecules that are orders of a large magnitude
faster than acoustic vibrations cannot be possible to hear these
frequencies physically. These kinds of perspectives become more
amazing via the fact which each molecule even each chemical
reaction has a specific spectrum in a wide region of music. In any
modeling of molecular properties towards musical sonification any
vibrations may be matched to the melodies, rhythms, pitch or
duration of acoustic which is a “Sonification” from bio-macromolecules to music. There is a long and distinguished history,
within the field of music, of composers using non-musical data as
a source for composition. As instance some items can be
mentioned, (1): Brazilian composer “Heitor Villa-Lobos”
compositions his “Symphony No. 6: On the Profiles of the
Mountains of Brazil” (1944) for orchestra;(2): American composer
John Cage’s Atlas Eclipticalis (1961-62) for orchestra; Etudes
Borealis (1978) for cello and/or piano, which made via tracing star
maps onto score paper; (3) Charles Dodge’s an American

composer “The Earth’s Magnetic Field” (1970) for computer,
which mapped magnetic field measurements onto the notes of a
diatonic musical scale; (4) Clark and Dunn’s work, especially their
paper “Life Music: The Sonification of Proteins” and their several
collaborative CDs of DNA music is a paradigm for the
sonification. In each of the compositions, a non-music source is
converted to music which often has quite unfamiliar aspects to it
[2-5]. The approach proposed by the "DNA sonification" is that
the translation of DNA sequence representations into music not
only permits to create a musical instrument but also allows
exploiting deep neural network models for representing and
designing in the audio spaces. Thereby we take advantage of
longer-range structure that is important in music and which is
equivalently important in DNA designing (in connecting
nucleotide sequence to helical structure) [5, 6].This paradigm goes
beyond music, but rather enables us to connect life and music in a
reversible way, providing an approach to design anti disease,
aging and DNA, proteins and behavior, or other molecular
architectures from the Nano-scale upward. Sonification, generally
aim to create a spectrum of overlapping waves either to mimic the
sounds of concepts that do not naturally exist. Therefore, hereby
this work it has been considered sonification of spider webs and
whole DNA structures, and it also has presented mathematical
modeling approaches using category theoretic representations for
describing hierarchical systems and their translations between
different manifestations. By this work, It has been supposed a
formulation of sonification and generate a method by which the
nucleotide sequence of DNA, is used to generate audible sound
through consideration of the elementary chemical and physical
properties of guanine (G), cytosine( C) adenine(A), thymine (T)
and uracil (U). The supposed sound-based generative algorithm is
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based on the natural vibrational frequencies of nucleotides.
Commonly, the vibrational spectra of those nucleotides can be
computed via computational chemistry methods such as abinitio
methods, molecular dynamics (MD) and especially QM/MM. A
computer algorithm for converting these inaudible sounds into a
range that the human ear can detect has been used. Through
making these natural vibrations of the DNA, they can then be
applied to express sound and generate music which is based on the
complex vibrational spectrum offered by DNA structures. The
importance of considering vibrations as a means to translate
among chemical specification and sounds has broader ranging
implications. It is notable that DNA plays a role in information
processing, mutation and memory in the brain. The use of artificial
intelligence in recognizing and classifying DNA and predicting
nucleotides sequences and genome structures have been used in
this research and also presents an opportunity for any further
research investigations. Hereby via artificial intelligence, the
structures of DNA sequences in musical space have been designed
through the translational approach and then translation back to
DNA. The plan of this work is as follows. Firstly, an analysis of
the translation of the vibrational spectra of each of nucleotides into
audio signals has been done using the concept of trans-positional
equivalency. Then several known gene structures into musical
scores will introduce by sonification. The goal of this study is to
find a mode of converting 13C-NMR data of nucleotides, dinucleotide (Bas pairs) and three nucleotides (codons) sequences to
classic notes which are reasonable sounds to a musician’s ear. And
also to present a model for overcoming the jump between
consecutive notes as a consequence of the DNA related to any
range of genes with NMR data. The broad scope of the musical
notes in many melodies has problem, such as large range,
stochastic jumps and unknown frequencies to make them difficult
musically. A second matter is the question of how to incorporate
rhythm into the sequence of notes. Based on NMR data, various
innovations can be presented in coding assignments that generate a
decreased musical note ranges and consequently introduce rhythm
into the sequence of notes.
1.1. Codes for DNA interpretation.
The DNA sonification can be linearly converted to music sounds,
in a way that has an implied biological context.
Interpretations of genetic information as music, which clearly
cross the divide between science and art, are so much interesting
[7]. Moreover it can be supposed, DNA to be a nonrandom
sequence and takes into account fundamental chemical or
biological characteristics during sonification. For achieving this,
they should connect the DNA sequence data to the perceptual
specification of sound [8]. The sonification method and its
auditory, help for analyzing the concept of DNA sequences via the
musical sounds. It might be useful for understanding of this
approach as the codes for DNA sequence interpretation and not
music, despite the fact that musical notes can be used during
sonification.
The algorithm permits users to inputting their own DNA
sequences to produce an auditory display in real time. The major
action is the reading frame codons (algorithm) that are extracted
from the genetic code, whereby the codons are mapped to musical
notes on a scale and also there is no optional handling work for
reducing the number of notes to make the auditory display more

musical. The DNA bases can be specified as codons in each of
three possible reading frames leading to three interlaced streams of
notes.
1.2. Convert NMR Spectroscopy to Music.
DNA and codons specification can be turned via sonification of
molecular spectroscopy directly into sound, including Infra-red
spectroscopy "IR" or nuclear magnetic resonance "NMR". Via IR
spectroscopy, it can be measured the vibrational behavior of
molecules and it has been applied for a sound source of
spectroscopy’s sonification in theoretical musical backgrounds [911]. Basically, this kind approach has to be made during the
sonification mechanism including musical’s notes, pitches,
melodies, Rythms and Chords to be designed for different
chemicals images. In this work, 13C-NMR spectroscopies are
applied as the novel sources for DNA specifications as
sonification. In contrast to IR, 13C-NMR spectroscopies
experiment the frequencies of the nuclear signals which can be
converted straightly into the audible described the sonification
strategies which used NMR data in acoustic music composition
[12]. Nuclear magnetic resonance is usually used in structure
illumination and confirmation that are strongly sensitive for
conformational changes in molecules. The data of NMR
calculation data based on B3LYP/6-31G* for guanine, cytosine,
adenine, and thymine are shown in Figs 1&2.
The human genes is a combination (A,T,G,C) of various codons
such as group (1) including; ATG,TGC,GCA,CAT, AGC, TCA,
GAT,CTG , group (2) including; ATG,ATC,TGC,GCA,CAT,
AGC, TCA,CTG, group (3) including; AAT,TTG,GGC,CCA,
AAG,TTC, GGA,CCT, group(4) including; ATT,TGG,GCC,
CAA, AGG, ,GAA,CTT, group(5) including; AGT,TCG,GAC,
CTA,AGC,TCA, GAT,CTG, group (6) including, ATA, TGT,
GCG, CAC, TAT,GTG,CGC,ACA , AND group (7) including;
AAA,TTT,GGG,CCC,ATG,TGC,GCA,CAT which are shown in
Figures 3-5 .
It is difficult to explain the details of NMR and accurate
mechanisms for analyzing data without introducing a wide
concept of scientific subjects.
Scientifically, in NMR
spectroscopy, each molecule has various atomic resonances which
are split to several resonances with somewhat differences in the
amount of frequencies if there are other magnetic nuclei nearby.
The resonances are calculated via locating a sample in the
powerful magnetic fields, then using a pulse of radio frequency.
Generally the macromolecules can be compared with tiny bells
that are made audible by being hit with a radio frequency hammer.
The signals are free induction decay (FID) which might be
changed through Fourier transformation towards NMR spectrum,
which is known as chemical shift with unit ppm (part per million).
The conversions of FID spectrum to the sounds are known as
NMR sonification that has been used for several gens with this
work (Figs 1&2).
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Figure 1. NMR calculation data based on B3LYP/6-31G* for guanine
and adenine.

Figure 5. Optimized of mRNA codon including; Adenine, Thymine and
cytosine with B3LYP/6-31G*.

Treble clef symbol indicates that the second line from the bottom
is "G". On any staff, the notes are always arranged so that the next
letter is always on the next higher line or space. The last note
letter, G, is always followed by another A (Fig.6).

Figure 2. NMR calculation data, based on B3LYP/6-31G* for Cytosine
and thymine.

Figure 6. Treble Clef Symbol of 8 codons from group (1).

Figure 3. Optimized Guanine-Cytosine base pairs with B3LYP/6-31G*,
including three hydrogen bonds.

Figure 4. Optimized Guanine-Cytosine base pairs with B3LYP/6-31G*,
including three hydrogen bonds.

In abinitio methods, the optimized energies are related to
particular methods and basis sets which are applied in a model. In
other words results during optimization of nucleotides, bas pairs
and codons with any kind of methods or basis set are not equal.
Therefore, the conversion of frequencies music notes for each
codons may be different from data in table 1. Pitch, is one of the
important components of the music’s notes that pivotal section of
acoustics is related to it. In abinitio quantum chemistry each basis
sets and methods including DFT, MPn, RHF,UHF, ROHF and
even semi empirical methods are related to a type of pitches.

1.3. Basic music theory.
In a standard and usual notation, a single musical sound is written
as a note. The most important item in a piece of music, needs to
explain about a note in a pitch, which means, how high or low it is
and also what is its duration (time) or how long it lasts. For
finding out the pitch of a written note, it must be looked at the clef
and the key signature, and then look to the line which the notes are
on. In NMR map the distances between chemical shift picks
indicate the time scale between notes (Fig .7). The dots which are
some places other than next to the head of the note do not affect
the rhythm. Other dots are articulation marks. They may affect the
actual length of the note (the amount of time it sounds), but do not
affect the amount of time it must be given (Figs 6&7). In table 1
chemical reaction and consequently musical reaction as follows
are listed
Chemical reaction: Adenine +Thymine → Adenine- Thymine
(Bas pairs)
Musical reaction: (A#7/Bb7) + (A7) → (A#8/Bb8)
Chemical reaction: Guanine +Cytosine → Guanine-Cytosine (Bas
pairs) & Musical reaction is: (F7) + (A#6/Bb6) → (G#8/Ab8)
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Table 1. Calculations of Normal modes (B3LYP/6-31G*) and related
Music’s note [13].
Base
Maximum
Intensity degeneracy
Music’s
frequency (HZ)
note
of Normal modes
3701
556
1
A#7/Bb7
Adenine
1899
1531
1
A#6/Bb6
Cytosine
2826
491
1
F7
Guanine
3494
438
1
A7
Thymine
Bas Pairs
6005
6501
1
G#8/Ab8
G-C
7400
2333
1
A#8/Bb8
A-T

The head of the note can be filled in black, or not and the notes
may also have the stem, one or more flags, beams connecting it to
other notes, and one or more dots. The note length is defined
based on how long they last compared to the whole notes. A note
that lasts half as long as a whole note is a half note. A note that
lasts a quarter as long as a whole note is a quarter notes. The
pattern continues with eighth notes, sixteenth notes, thirty-second
notes, sixty-fourth notes, and so on, each type of note is half the
length of the previous type (Fig.7-a). A rest stands for a silence in
music. For each kind of note (Section 1.2.1), there is a written rest
of the same length. Rest doesn’t necessarily means that there is a
silence situation in music at that point; only that part is silent.
often, on a staff with multiple parts, rest must be used as a
placeholder for one of the parts, even if a single person is playing
both parts. When the rhythms are complex, this is necessary to
make the rhythm in each part clear (Fig.7-b). The time signature is
a mark that is written at the beginning of a piece of music, but the
meter of a piece is the sequence of its rhythms in a repetitive
pattern of strong and weak beats.
Meters can be categorized via counting the number of beats from
one strong beat to the next one. The meter of the pieces of music is

their basic rhythm; the time signatures are the symbol that tells
you the meter of each pieces and also how it can be written (Fig.7c). At the ends of the music, a measure might be interrupted via a
double bar were places the pickup notes in the correct place and
assures that repeats have the correct number of the beats. When
this occurs, the bar lines will still appear at the end of the
completed measure (Fig.7-d).

Figure 7. Multiple rhythm, Rests, Signature, Meter and Measure marks in
the notes.

Figure 8. Optimized of group (1) , Helix form is B form and sugar form
is 2`and Caps are from 3` to 5`.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The start codon on mRNA inside ribosome is AUG, so
natural of all gene might produce methionine as starting amino
acid in related proteins, which means AUG codon acts as same as
Sol’s key in musical notes. Based on frequency calculations via
DFT and AB-Initio methods, the conversion of optimized energy
of each codons to musical notes for group (1); (Figure 8) are listed
in table 2
Table 2. Convert of 8 codons to 8 notes based on Their normal modes.
Codons
Note
Codons
Note
E
CAT
B
ATG
F
AGC
C
ATC
G
TCA
D
TGC
A
CTG
E
GCA

Additional items are needed for the ‘Reading frame codons’
algorithm for sonification of start or stop By default, ATG of
DNA or AUG of mRNA is the first codons in each reading due to
methionine which is starting amino acid in
related proteins. And also due to the alanine related codon (GCU)
can be used as the stop codon. This default behavior can be
circumvented by the ‘Silent until AUG’ option whereby each
frame is silent until the occurrence of an in-frame start codon.
Moreover the start or stop codons can be produced an
uninterrupted audio stream representing three reading frames.
Start or stop codons can also be applied to triggering distinct audio
sounds to highlight their occurrence irrespective of whether the
reading frame is silent or not. Sonification of these motifs can be

implemented with the ‘Reading frame codons’, ‘Protein sequence’
or ‘Tri-nucleotides’ algorithms. By this work, codon usage in E.
coli has been selected as a sample for test (Table 3). Each codons
of the E. coli has been optimized using abinitio with DFT
calculations (B3LYP/6-31G*). The whole of E. coli (Table 3) has
been calculated and simulated with ONIOM approach through
semi empirical methods. The final molecular structures were
computed using SCF calculations in order to find the optimal
starting geometries, as well as the difference energies for those
vibrational spectrums. The DFT with the van der Waals densities
functional theory was investigated for modeling of exchangecorrelation calculation. The ONIOM methods including 3 levels of
high (H), medium (M) and low (L) calculations have been done.
B3LYP /6-31G* was used for the high (H) layer and pm6 and
AM1were used for the medium and low layers, respectively. In
this work, differences of force fields of OPLS and AMBER are
applied. In addition, The Hyper-Chem professional programs have
been applied for some additional keywords all calculation and
estimation both modeling and simulation have been done based on
my previous works [14-41].
Time scale and note Lengths of group AUG based on distances
between chemical shifts, each 10 ppm is one unite. The simplestnote, without stems or flags, is a whole note. All other lengths of
notes are defined through how long they last compared to a whole
note. A note which lasts half as long as a whole note is equal to a
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half note. A note which lasts a quarter as long as a whole note is
equal to a quarter notes. The pattern continues with eighth notes,
sixteenth notes, thirty-second notes, sixty-fourth notes, and so on,
each type of note is half the length of the previous type. Note
lengths work same fractions in arithmetic: two half notes or four
quarter notes last the same amount of time as one whole note.
Flags are often replaced by beams that connect the notes into easyto-read groups. A question is; how long does each of these notes
actually last, that depends on a couple of things. A written note
lasts for a certain amount of time measured in beats.
Figure 9. Time scale and note Lengths of AUG codon based on distances
between chemical shifts, each 10 ppm is one unite.
Table 3. An expanded codon table showing the relative codons which are used in E. coli genes.
Codon
Amino
Codon
Amino
Codon
Amino
Codon
Amino
Acid
Acid
Acid
Acid
UUU
Phe
UAU
Tyr
UCU
Ser
UGU
Cys
UUC
Phe
UAC
Tyr
UCC
Ser
UGC
Cys
UUA
Leu
UAA
Stop
UCA
Ser
UGA
Stop
UUG
Leu
UAG
Stop
UCG
Ser
UGG
Trp
CUU
Leu
CAU
His
CCU
Pro
CGU
Arg
CUC
Leu
CAC
His
CCC
Pro
CGC
Arg
CUA
Leu
CAA
Gln
CCA
Pro
CGA
Arg
CUG
Leu
CAG
Gln
CCG
Pro
CGG
Arg
AUU
Ile
AAU
Asn
ACU
Thr
AGU
Ser
AUC
Ile
AAC
Asn
ACC
Thr
AGC
Ser
AUA
Ile
AAA
Lys
ACA
Thr
AGA
Arg
AUG
Met
AAG
Lys
ACG
Thr
AGG
Arg
GUU
Val
GAU
Asp
GCU
Ala
GGU
Gly
GUC
Val
GAC
Asp
GCC
Ala
GGC
Gly
GUA
Val
GAA
Gly
GCA
Ala
GGA
Gly
GUG
Val
GAG
Gly
GCG
Ala
GGG
Gly

3. RESULTS
During hearing the auditory display of a sonified DNA
sequence, it appears like an unfamiliar language. By this work, the
sonification methods apply for vibrations of various codons for
computing an audible representation of each natural nucleotide in
gene structure. The NMR chemical shift is converted to the
audible spectrum following the musical concept (Fig 9). 13C NMR
chemical shifts have been calculated for eight groups of DNA’s
sequences based on E. coli structure. Generally, 13C NMR peaks
might be occupied higher frequencies than 1H NMR. Via 13C
NMR a combination of sounds created using chemical shifts data
that might be occupied the whole audible spectrum. The applying
sounds through sonification of NMR data in musical combination
are almost unexplored. These trans-positions enable us to find a
relative value of the vibrational frequencies within each nucleotide
for writing musical notes. The specific frequencies spectrum and
sounds associated with the codons create a type of musical scale
which includes 8 tones. For making a playable music, each tone
associated with the codons is assigned to a special key on a
musical piano, which enables us for drawing the sequences of
nucleotides in E. coli or any other genes into a musical format [4264]. As it explained, this manuscript describes the sonification of

repetitive DNA sequences. In the first example the sonification of
two synthetic DNA sequences consisting of either A and T for
DNA (A and U for mRNA) or G and C bases for both mRNA and
DNA are described. The auditory displays of the AT only for
DNA or AU for mRNA sequence with the default options have the
characteristic triplet pattern. Selecting the restart after 8 codons’
(in 8 groups) causes no change compared to the default settings
due to the re-occurrence of stop codons within the passage of 8
codons. It should not be obvious but the audio phrasing repeats
each 8 triplets due to the repetitive nature of those artificial DNA
sequences and these are more apparent with the Tri-nucleotides
algorithm which sonification only the first frame using a wider
range of pitch. The auditory display of the two nucleotides of bas
pairs such as GC or AT in DNA sequence plays another situation
with the characteristic triplet pattern. This work is reported a selfconsistent field theory via Abinitio method of density functional
theory and also sonification outlook to translating DNA,
consequently mRNA sequences into audible music sounds and
applying it for generating mRNA of E. coli genes designing using
artificial intelligence.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The structure of the E .coli being analyzed related to the
features present by the NMR analysis. Moreover, it is able to
select proteins based on structural features in order to create
acoustic music notes. By this study, using the sonification
methodology presented to create an acoustic music combination
based exclusively on publicly accessible NMR data. In the future
years, it might be useful to apply the sonification of other
important DNA motifs such as mutation, transcription, restriction
and duplication to unique sounds for highlighting their occurrence.
While mapping codons to a note is instructive and might also be
useful for mapping the output of more complex approaches of

sequence analyses to an auditory display. Moreover, it might be
useful using an auditory displaying for highlighting variation in
multiple sequences In summary, this work presents a proof-ofconcept for showing that properties of the DNA sequences might
be identified via sonification to provides an impetus for the
inclusion of an auditory displays within the toolkit of DNA
sequences, as an adjunct to existing visual and analytical tools.
Certainly, NMR sonification based on physical and chemical data
is the strong tools for any further controlling human diseases such
as Cancer, Alzheimer, Parkinson and diabetes.
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